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BY Veronica Bermudez

Setting a Course for Your Schedule 

For students at Queensborough 
Community College, registering 
for classes at the beginning of each 
semester can be a difficult process. 
But just what difficulties do these 
students face? 

For Deandrea, 19, the main 
problem was finding the “right 
professor at the right time.”

“Sometimes when I first register 
for classes it reads as staff. Then 
when the name comes up, I like to do 
a little research on them.” Deandra 
consults Rate My Professor, which is 
a website in which students review 
their professors. “I strongly believe 

that finding the right professors at 
a time in which my work schedule 
does not get affected is what I truly 
struggle with the most,” Deandrea 
shared.

Other QCC students research the 
professor of a class after they have 
already enrolled in it. However, if 
the research that they have done is 
not appealing, then they might have 
to rearrange their entire schedule. 
This can be a stressful process.

The idea of having the perfect 
school schedule along with the 
perfect professor is a mission that 
is often easier said than done. 

 The Syrian Refugee Crisis (p.9)

Fashion Trends For Spring 
2016 (p.11)

BY Asia Salley

Racism In Plain Sight
In August and September, 

Agustin Freeman, a Queensborough 
Community College student, 
discovered stickers promoting 
hate around the Queensborough 
campus. It seems that a hate group 
has targeted the campus and those 
associated with it left these stickers 
in places where they were most 
likely to be seen.

The comments on the stickers 
suggest that all immigrants come 
here with the intent to murder, 
sell drugs and sexually assault 
Americans. A web address at the 
bottom of the sticker – “www.
tightrope.cc”- directs readers to a 
website full of hateful comments 
and racial slurs. These hateful 
comments are also advertised 
on clothing and posters sold by 
the website. Under each product 
are reviews with 75% of people 
agreeing with the hateful slogans 
and slurs, while 25% disagreed with 
what was being said. 

 According to the U.S 
continued on page 3

continued on page 2

Sometimes the professor that a 
student is considering at a given time 
may not be available and the only 
time that is available is not the most 
convenient time for the student.

Jessica, 20, faces other problems 
when it comes to registration. For 
her the problem is trying to navigate 
the website Cunyfirst and registering 
on time. Like Jessica, many other 
students are the first to go to college 
in their family. With no guidance, 
the idea of having to navigate an 
unfamiliar website to choose their 
own classes and of registering on 
time can be terrifying. 
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“I am the first in my family to go 
to college and just the whole process 
that comes with registering for classes 
and getting used to Cunyfirst was 
difficult for me,” Jessica explained. 
“I am in my second year of college. 
I still find Cunyfirst to be confusing. 
Also there are dates on which you 
can start to register for your classes. 
If you miss the date, then you might 
have to fix your classes a little bit 
from the way that it works best for 
you.”.

For Jessica, being in high school 
was much easier then being in 

Priority
Steating on 
the Q27: Is It 
Really a
Priority?

The Q27 is notorious for having 
limited seating available during 
the weekday. The bus becomes 
crowded with people commuting 
to and from work and students 
from Queensborough Community 
College (QCC) and Cardozo High 
School. The seats on the Q27 bus 
line are available on a first-come, 
first-served basis. However, what 
does this mean for a person with 
disabilities or the elderly? Does 
this first-come, first-served basis 
apply to them as well?   

QCC student Juan Carlos 
Maygua, 22, tries to avoid the 
crowds on the Q27 bus line. His 
parents drive him to school in 
the mornings, but he isn’t always 
guaranteed a ride back home. On 
the days that his parents can’t pick 
him up, Juan avoids boarding the 
 continued on page 3

BY Melissa S. Gomez

Photo credit: Vogue.com

Tis the
Season to Be
Coughing

The vaccine H1N1 is regularly 
recommended in schools and jobs, 
yet many people are undecided as 
to whether to be vaccinated. Flu 
shots are mainly meant for bodies 
to fight off the virus and create 
antibodies, but in some cases 
people believe that these antibodies 
can be created without the flu shot. 
Others believe the shot helps the 
immune system to become stronger 
so it can prevent the virus.

“At first I always thought 
vaccines in general were a waste a 
time and would hurt children […] 
Now I’ve completely changed my 
mindset, as my daughter Emma is 
soon to enter school,” commented 
Roxana Jimenez a Nursing mayor 
at Nassau Community College 
(NCC) student. “I think getting the 
flu shot helps kids build antibodies 
necessary to fight the illness. 
Someone with the flu can spread the 
disease and the kid with the flu shot 

 continued on page 11

BY Karen Molina 

Photo Credit: Trikartikaningsih Byas
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Registration Fustration.  Photo Credit: CollegeDegrees360 (Flickr)

college in the sense that creating her own schedule didn’t cross her mind back then.
Another QCC student, Kally, 20, faces the problem of which classes to choose.
“I am a little lost and confused when it comes to picking out what classes I should 

take in each semester,” Kally notes. “I sometimes have to make an appointment with 
my academic advisor just so she can explain to me what classes I am required to take.”

College students often depend on their academic advisor for guidance when it 
comes to figuring out what classes they might or might not need. It can be extremely 
frustrating to tackle the whole process on their own, so QCC has counseling that can 
help students with problems and questions. 

Also the ST-100 class that all incoming freshmen’s take explains how to navigate 
through Cunyfirst and register for their classes.      

continued from cover page

The Counseling Center: Use for Prevention, Not Just a Cure

Often times we have struggles or know of 
someone going through their struggles and we 
do not know what to do or say. We may not 
even know or remember that there are resources 
on our own Queensborough Community 
College campus (QCC) available to aid us in 
accomplishing our ultimate goal of graduating, 
all while making sure our present state of mind 
is intact to achieve that goal. One such resource 
is the QCC Counseling Center located in the 
Library Building, room 422 and reachable by 
phone at 718-631-6370.

Dr. Wilma Fletcher-Anthony, PH.D., 
LMHC, the director of the counseling center, 

is very warm, welcoming, 
dedicated and compassionate. 
She assured me that the other 
counselors share her demeanor 
as well. Dr. Fletcher-
Anthony who was originally 
a biology major, decided 
to become a Mental Health 
Counselor “after students 
kept telling [her] stuff [she] 
had no business hearing, [she] 
recognized that their ability 
to process the information 
and learn was hindered.” She 
said, “I realize that there was 
a need for me in that field 
because I wanted to help my 
students. I made the ultimate 
decision to change careers 
after a student told me she was 
going to kill herself. That was 
horrifying because I didn’t 
know what to do.”  She got 
help for her student and now 
heads the department that has 
licensed and fully qualified 
professional clinicians 
including seven full time 
counselors (herself included) 
and seven adjunct counselors 
who help the students at QCC. 
A complete list of names and 
qualifications can be found on 
the QCC Counseling website. 

The center also has three front office personnel that will greet and check you in upon 
arrival.

No matter the size of an issue, sometimes talking to someone who will not judge 
you can help. She went on to say that the Counseling Center provides services for 
students who have suicidal or homicidal tendencies, academic struggles due to time 
management or study skills, career goals or personal problems and “everything that 
impacts or bothers them.” These services are for students only. “Staff is allowed to be 
counseled only in an emergency because the ethic of duel relationship stops a mental 
health professional from counseling colleagues, families and friends.”

It is important to note that there are “no additional fees to use the center as it is 
already paid for by a part of your tuition, so why not use it?” She said, with the most 
sincere tone and smile. Dr. Fletcher-Anthony went on to say that, “[It] is illegal and 
unethical to share information discussed in counseling but the only exceptions are if 
there is danger to self or others, harm to a child or the elderly, or for protection of 
people.” Even if any of these exceptions occur and the information has to be shared 
with someone it is “not for public disclosure.” Personal information is only shared with 
organizations that are directly involved, such as child protective services, the police 
department and/or hospitals and will be done with the utmost discretion. A fitting 
example was given as reassurance, she states “even if a professor walks you into the 
office and says you need help, we still can’t tell them anything if they try to follow up, 
they would be redirected to talk to you”. This same scenario can be applied for parents, 
guardians, friends, staff, and well wishers.

“There is a myth surrounding counseling that counseling is only for people with 
severe mental issues. If there is one thing I would like to add is don’t wait until the last 
minute to come in to talk to us; use counseling for prevention.” Dr. Fletcher-Anthony 
continued to say that any concerns with family or friends, feeling angry or anxious, 
lonely or sad or you simply cannot sleep, come in as a walk in or make an appointment. 
She boasts at the fact that there is no limit to the one hour sessions as other colleges 
have; some colleges only give three or up to six sessions to students but at QCC you 
can be seen for as long as you need and are even referred to another professional upon 
graduating. “The wait is always minimal as we have a very good appointment system 
in place so there are never a lot of students waiting” which is great for discretion.

The center has other services available to further provide an outlet and aide to the 
student population. The licensed and well-qualified counselors also teach two classes 
offered to full time freshman, ST 100 and ST 101. These classes provide other useful 
information and students are introduced to the center. They also have groups such as 
the LGBTQ Group which meets on Thursdays at 3:10. For more information contact 
Dr. Brodbar of the center. The Women’s Group meets on Wednesdays at 12:10 in Room 
314 of the Humanities building and the Social Anxiety group meets on Tuesdays at 
11-12 in Room 444 of the Humanities building. They also offer a slew of publications 
readily available to aid you in whatever ails you. They have outreach and information 
tables at orientation, fairs and any special activities.

We are encouraged to take advantage of the resources that are available to us at 
no additional charge. “Our staff is not only licensed clinicians but they are constantly 
attending seminars and webinars” to keep themselves in the know to better help 
students. The standard open hours are Monday to Friday 8:45am to 5pm and if that’s 
not enough they offer extended closing hours Mondays and Thursdays to 6pm and 
Tuesdays and Wednesday to 7pm. No weekend hours are available at this time even 
though it was offered in the past.

BY Tameka Edwards-Nancis

The students have to be 
knowledgeable and have a good 
deal of patience when it comes to 
selecting and registering for the 
upcoming semester. As Kally says, 
“It wasn’t like in high school where 
we were just given our schedule and 
we could move forward into our 
semester.”

Informational brochures offered at the 
QCC counseling center
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Racism In Plain Sight
continued from cover page

Sentencing Commission, undocumented immigrants represent just “3.5 
% of the U.S population, undocumented immigrants represented 7% of 
prison sentences following convictions on charges of sexual abuse, 9% of 
murders, 12% of assaults and 30% of kidnappings in 2013.” 

Freeman, the student who discovered these stickers, was highly upset 
when he first saw them. 

“These people who are involved in these hate groups should be put 
away,” he said, expressing frustration that “the U.S government won’t 
punish them.”  

Professor Trikartikaningsih Byas also saw the stickers. “As an 
immigrant and minority, I found this disturbing. The categorizing of 

Q27 from the bus stop located on 
the QCC campus. Instead, Juan 
walks to the Q27 bus stop located 
in front of Cardozo High School. He 
does this to ensure that he gets a seat 
on the bus. 

Juan has a medical condition 
known as cerebral palsy. Cerebral 
palsy affects a person’s muscle 
coordination and body movement. 
His medical condition prevents him 
for standing for long periods of time. 

“I have to be ready for 
anything,” Juan said. “I prepare 
myself mentally before I get on the 
Q27. I have to because there is no 
such thing as priority seating.” 

Although he walks with a cane, 
people on the Q27 ignore him when 
he gets on the bus. They avoid eye 
contact by looking elsewhere. 

“There have been a few times 
when a person has offered me their 
seat, but it wasn’t a priority seat. 
They offered me their seat because 
they could tell that I was tired. And 
let’s face it, I can always tell when 
someone gives me their seat with 
good intentions. I can hear it in the 
tone of their voice and see it in their 
eyes,” Juan explained. 

When asked what the priority 
seat signs signify on public 
transportation, a 511 representative 
responded, “A passenger MUST 
give up the seat to the elderly or 
disabled.” If a passenger refuses 
to give up a priority seat, the 511 
representative explained, “what 
follows is at the discretion of the 
MTA bus driver.”

Section 1050.6 of the Transit 
Adjudication Bureau Rules of 

C o n d u c t 
and Fines 
states:  “No 
person shall 
refuse or fail 
to relinquish 
a seat on a 
conveyance 
w h i c h 
has been 
designated as 
‘PRIORITY 
S E AT I N G , ’ 

I will fall. It’s terrible!” 
Both Juan and María have had 

bus drivers ask other passengers to 
give up their seats for them. 

“All bus drivers are different,” 
said Juan. “Bus drivers who are 
familiar with me will ask passengers 
to give up their seat, but only because 
they know that it is a long ride for 
me to be standing up.  Other drivers 
don’t care. As long as I don’t pass 
the white line they could care less. 
They could care less if I’m tired or 
if my bag is heavy because in the 
end they just want to make people 
fit on the bus.”

“Bus drivers were different back 
then,” said María, reminiscing on 
her earlier years. “Every seat was 
a priority seat for the elderly,” she 
continued, while smiling. “Now, if I 
am standing near the entrance of the 
bus, the driver will get on the loud 
speaker and tell the people to give 
up their seat to me. Today’s people, 
especially the youth, don’t care 
about an old woman like me. They 
don’t care if I fall. They only care 
about their cell phones!”

“I want people to try to 

understand the struggles that people 
with disabilities face when taking 
the Q27,” Juan said, in a hopeful 
tone. “There are very few people 
with disabilities who actually go 
out and face the world because 
they know how difficult and mean 
it can be. I don’t blame them, but 
who knows, at least the ones that 
do can actually make a difference 
someday.” 

 Like Juan, María hopes that 
people will become more conscious 
of priority seating and its intended 
purpose. They hope that passengers 
on the Q27 bus line will be inclined 
to give up their seats and help reduce 
the difficulties that individuals like 
Juan and María face. 

Priority seating is not on a first-
come, first-served basis. Giving 
a priority seat to a person who is 
elderly or disabled is a priority. 
The next time you ride the Q27 
bus line, or any method of public 
transportation, please identify 
priority seats and keep in mind who 
they’re intended for.

Priority seating on the Q27: Is it really a priority?
 continued from cover page

Q27 Priority Seating Sticker - Photo credit: Kenneth Quiroz

‘WHEELCHAIR PRIORITY 
SEATING’ or words of similar 
import, if requested to do so by or on 
behalf of a person with a disability, 
or occupying any location on a 
conveyance designated for use by 
persons using wheelchairs if such 
location is required to accommodate 
a person using a wheelchair.”

Like Juan, María Dolores 
Zelaya, 80, also tries to avoid taking 
the Q27. 

“It’s much more convenient 
for my children to take me to my 
appointments. At my age, who wants 
to ride on that bus?” said María. 

If Maria’s children can’t take 
her to her medical appointments, 
she is forced to take the Q27. Does 
Maria find it difficult to obtain a seat 
on the Q27?  

“Always! It is always crowded! 
People everywhere! They push 
me! They cough on me! I hang on 
to the poles like an animal!” she 
exclaimed, demonstrating how she 
is forced to hold on the rails on the 
bus.  “Me, an old lady, hanging like 
this!” María then burst out laughing 
and explained, “I have to. If I don’t, 

people is uncalled for. This hate is trying to create an us versus them. The 
us versus them attitude will not bring us together but will ultimately cause 
an increase in animosity” said Professor Byas, an English professor. 

Nekema LaRosa, a QCC student who studies sociology, also felt 
strongly about this issue. “This is sad, the world we live in isn’t fair! How 
can we constantly preach world peace when we have other people in the 
world who enjoy the dysfunction and separation”? 

In our efforts to make things better, Public Safety has been notified and 
has been making huge efforts to resolve this issue. Our 111th precinct has 
also been notified, and they have been making constant efforts to eliminate 
this issue. 
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Buried Treasures on Campus?

“Resources for free on campus—really? 
Nothing’s free anymore,” says Selicia, 
a current freshman at Queensborough 
Community College (QCC). You will 
find the vast majority of QCC Students 
are unaware of the available resources on 
campus. Students are also unaware that the 
resources offered are available to them at 
no expense.

Upon entering QCC, most students 
have the opportunity meet with a guidance 
counselor to prepare their schedules for 
their first semester.

“I met with a counselor,” says Marva 
who is also a current freshmen in QCC.  
“They helped me – after multiple attempts 

to schedule an appointment I finally 
received a time, but [it was] worth it.”. 

Other students have different 
experiences.  

“After meeting with a guidance 
counselor, I still didn’t feel like I was on 
a successful path to finish my degree,” 
sighed Tiana, a transfer student who now 
attends QCC. “I was left in the clouds when 
it came to the extracurricular activities 
that I wanted to join and it seemed like the 
counselor had no answers for me.“

Students have mixed feelings about 
asking somebody for help, but guidance 
isn’t the only place to find important 
information about the campus. Students 
can also gain valuable information from 
Single Stop. According to the QCC 
website, this is an office that strives to 
assist students in achieving academic 
success.  This office connects students with 
social services and resources to overcome 
obstacles. Single Stop provides free 
benefits through a coordinator, who helps a 
student recognize which public assistance 
he or she can receive. They also provide 
financial advice. Other important benefits 
include the free legal assistance and 
advice regarding housing, foreclosures, 
disability benefits, family law, consumer 

Campus
How to Finish Your Associates Degree ASAP

It is never an easy transition to enroll 
in college. You are nervous and don’t know 
what to expect from this new chapter in 
your life. What classes will you be taking, 
will you make any friends? Books are 
expensive. Is the major you picked right for 
you?   All these thoughts running through 
your head and you don’t know what to 
make of them. 

“I was excited but I felt lost,” 
said Amanda Martell, an 18 year old 
Queensborough Community College 
student. “I didn’t even know who my advisor 
was when I first started as a freshman. I just 

wanted to take the right classes and get 
college over with as soon as possible.”

The CUNY program called 
Accelerated Studies in Associates 
Program, or ASAP, provides one-on-one 
advisement, intensive tutoring, tuition 
waivers, vouchers for textbooks and 
monthly MetroCards. The program invests 
in students to remove financial barriers 
and helps them commit to full time study. 

“I have made it through my first 
two years at college because of ASAP,” 
said Carolina Mota, a 22-year old recent 
graduate from Bronx Community College. 

“I am now going onto studying Criminal 
Justice at John Jay and I wish I could’ve 
taken ASAP with me!” 

Sometimes life gets in the way 
and makes it hard for individuals to 
make college a priority, but ASAP helps 
motivated students to stay on track with 
their college curriculum.

In all of the CUNY community 
colleges, ASAP helps their students with 
priority course scheduling. Having the 
first pick of classes saves you the time 
and headache of dealing with registration. 
ASAP also acts as a community where 
you are part of a cohort assigned to a 
student manager, who serves as an advisor 
throughout your college career. Whether 
it is a personal or academic challenge you 
are facing, there will always be special 
support for you to overcome with such 
struggles. 

“I knew I was in safe hands,” Martell 
said.  “My entire graduation plan was 
already set out for me, which made college 
less stressful.” 

As students approach graduation, 
there are also plenty of workshops to help 
them transition into their workforce or 
transfer to a four-year senior college best 
suited for their majors. According to the 
CUNY’S central office, “ASAP students 
graduate at more than double the rates of 
non-ASAP students. To date, across five 
cohorts, ASAP has an average graduation 
rate of 52 percent versus 22 percent.” 

What makes this program unique 

amongst other programs is that it also 
provides guidance to undocumented 
students. 

“College isn’t in everyone’s budget, 
especially when you aren’t getting any kind 
of federal help” said Mota. “My family and 
I are from the Dominican Republic and I 
am the first in my family to attend college. 
It felt like living a piece of the American 
Dream!”

A lot of students face difficulties 
finding supportive advisement and making 
sure they are completing required classes 
to avoid the danger of not graduating on 
time. ASAP is committed to helping their 
students graduate in no more than three 
years. The goal of the program is to help 
you reach your highest potential while 
earning your associates degree. 

“This program can be the answers to 
a lot of student’s prayers” said Martell. 
“Investing in an education but not knowing 
which direction to head first can be tough, 
which the case is for a lot of the students 
here at Queensborough.”

Is there a catch to all of this? Not really. 
The ASAP eligibility is quick, easy and 
simple to understand. You must be a New 
York State resident, agree to enter as a full-
time student in an ASAP approved major, 
have a grade point average of a 2.0 or 
above (for continuing and transfer students) 
and need no more than two developmental 
course based on the CUNY Assessment 
exam.   In other words, ASAP is there and 
ready to help nearly all of our students.

BY Nazia Mumtahana

BY Daomi Burch

law, immigration and public benefits that 
Single Stop offers. They also provide free 
tax preparation.

Other resources on campus include 
the Library, which has multiple computers 
and books available for students. When the 
computers in the Library seem too limited, 
students can try the Academic Computing 
Center, which is located on the first floor 
of the library building room L-117.

For students who are enrolled in 
remedial courses and need a little extra 
help, The Academic Literacy Center offers 
one-on-one tutoring and a computer lab 
that focuses on the individual needs of 
the students. For other students that need 
help writing anything in any course, the 
Campus Writing Center is the place to go. 
At the Campus Writing Center, Students 
are offered one-on-one assistance with a 
well-trained staff member. 

Not only are there resources for 
English classes, there is also a language 
lab where students can gain assistance 
when they are struggling in a foreign 
language or need a place to finish up their 
homework on a computer. There is also a 
Mathematics Learning Center; this center 
provides assistance for all mathematics 
and computer science courses. 

QCC has multiple resources that can 
help students, but only if they are utilized. 
All of the resources are at no expense to 
the student. (The locations of the services 

are listed below.)
Having resources is the easy part, 

making them known to the students is the 
most difficult. 

“If the school made daily 
announcements about events on campus 
and mentioned some resources students 
would be way more aware on campus,” 
says Marva. “Making teachers take three 
minutes out of class time to tell students 
about tutoring resources for free on campus 
would benefit the student in the long run.” 

The majority of the time, information 
is communicated to students via Tigermail 
and it is also available to students on the 
QCC website.

Having resources on campus is like 
a buried treasure; it’s just waiting for the 
students of QCC to discover its jewels. 
So the next time you find yourself in a 
jam when writing your essay, stop by 
the Campus Writing Center.  And when 
you have any free time between classes, 
consider stopping by any of these centers 
for extra support.
Locations of Resources
Academic Computing Center Room L-117
Campus Writing Center       Room L-118
Single Stop                           Room L-432A
Student Learning Center      Room L-125
Language Lab                      Room H-240
Language Classroom           Room H-241
Mathematics Lab                 Room S-216

QCC Cohort 9 ASAP students proudly represent home of the Tigers.    
Photo credit: Queensborough ASAP Facebook Homepage
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Community colleges can be a great 
place for students with disabilities to begin 
their college careers. Queensborough is no 
different, with the staff at the Services for 
Students with Disabilities office working 
hard in various ways to provide assistance 
to these students so that they can perform 
well and receive degrees. 

According to a study released in 2011 
by the U.S. Department of Education, 88 
percent of higher learning institutions 
enroll students with disabilities. Out of 
the 1,040 public two-year institutions 
researched, all enrolled students with 
disabilities. Queensborough, being a two-
year public institution itself, is no different, 
enrolling many students with disabilities 
each year. 

Many have what are called “invisible” 
disabilities, which are not physical, 
meaning they can often times go unnoticed 
by others. Others have disabilities that are 
physical, meaning that they are usually 
noticeable and affect mobility. Most 
students with disabilities who attend 
Queensborough graduate and many move 
on to four-year universities.  Students with 
disabilities are expected to meet the same 
requirements as any other student, meaning 
they must also work hard to maintain high 
grades, do well on tests and assignments, 
and participate in class.

Unfortunately, the employment rate 
for individuals with disabilities is very low, 
which is why one focus of the Services for 
Students with Disabilities office is to help 
graduates find jobs, and train them for the 
work place. 

Carlos Herrera, the Assistant Director 
at the office, says that a project here that 
serves the goal of helping students with 
disabilities find work once they graduate, 
“helps them identify job paths, career 

What Life Is Like For Physically Disabled Students
BY Benjamin Greenberg

training, and any other things they need 
to become more employable—and we 
actually have a job developer on campus 
who helps them to find jobs.” 

Physically disabled students, and 
students who are visually impaired, have 
access to very current technology to ensure 
that they get the most out of their classes.

“There’s this one student who I’m 
working closely with who has a visual 
disability,” says Tanya, a tech specialist 
who works at the Services for Students 
with Disabilities office.  “Part of my job 
working with him is turning his books into 
electronic PDF’s.”

Many of these students are bound to 
wheelchairs. One such student is Elizabeth 
Flint, a Criminal Justice major. Elizabeth, 
like many students with disabilities, has a 
note-taker who also helps her get around 
campus. She also occasionally gets around 
on her own, and she finds the campus here 
pretty easy to maneuver. Siliva Mendez, a 
Liberal Arts major who is also bound to a 
wheelchair agrees. Both girls say that all 
the staff, and professors here have been 
very helpful and that they enjoy going to 
school here. 

The one common complaint that 
both girls had was about Access-A-Ride’s 
service. Many students with physical 
disabilities rely on Access-A-Ride to get 
to and from school. Unfortunately, they are 
not the most reliable. Students can wind up 
getting to school late or even missing class 
because of poor service, or other errors 
on Access-A-Ride’s behalf. Sometimes 
students find themselves waiting long 
amounts of time for an Access-A-Ride 
driver to show up, or they have to deal with 
drivers who don’t know the campus well, 
and thus do not show up at the right pick-
up points. 

“Sometimes when they don’t know, 
they leave you,” said Silvia.

This experience taught Elizabeth to 
adjust the way she schedules pick-ups, and 
plans her day in general, so that she can 
allow time in case these mistakes are made 
again. Part of this means waking up earlier, 
and scheduling early pick-ups so that no 
classes are missed even if Access-A-Ride 
messes up again, or if they should perhaps 
have to find another way to get to school. 

Students with physical disabilities are 
just like everyone else: they are here to get 

an education, and graduate. They, too, have 
to write long essays and study for difficult 
exams. Like everyone else, they get 
stressed out about doing well and getting 
assignments in on time. These students 
just so happen to have an extra obstacle to 
overcome. They are not superhuman for 
dealing with these disabilities, they are just 
doing what anybody would do, their best. 
They are not defined by their disability, nor 
do they want to be.

“Don’t judge me by the chair.” Said 
Elizabeth.

The outside of the Services for Students with Disabilities office in the science building. - 
Photo by Benjamin Greenberg

Everyone remembers those dreadful trips to the high 
school guidance counselors’ office to discuss your future 
plans and the grades required to get you there, from last 
minute cramming to pulling all nighters’ just to get your GPA 
“college ready.” But for many of us here at Queensborough, 
the incentive remains the same.

Of course, if you plan on transferring into a senior 
college and later on to graduate school or medical school, 
maintaining a good GPA is essential for admission. But the 
importance of maintaining a high GPA goes beyond the 
world of academics. The higher your GPA, the greater your 
chances of seizing opportunities that are in high demand, 
such as internships, scholarships and even special programs 
you may want to transfer into. Employers also have the 
tendency to request transcripts in order to verify you’ve 
received the appropriate degrees. 

“A lot of times when we’re looking for students to 
represent the college, we start looking at GPA’s.  It’s 
not the only thing, but it is up for consideration when 
opportunities are being offered to students,” said Michel A. 
Hodge, Vice President of Student Affairs and Enrollment 
Management here at Queensborough.  “The GPA helps 

can help with time management, academic advisors on 
campus who can steer students in the right direction—and 
even some professors can be of assistance,” explained 
Mrs. Izzo-Buckner. 

 And for those of you who are tech savvy, she suggests 
apps such as “todist.com, quizzlet.com, and pomodoro,” 
which are designed to help students study and keep 
organized on the go.

Some other helpful tips for students concerned about 
managing their GPA are:

• Learn good study habits. Find what strategies 
work and what don’t for you.
• Avoid cramming. Study in portions every day
• Maintain good attendance.
• Be organized. Be aware of test and due dates.
• Communication is key.  Speak up, to your 
professors, advisors, classmates etc.

The next time you feel blindsided during the semester 
take action; don’t let your GPA down!

Making or Breaking your GPA this Semester
BY Meena Doodnauth

when students are interested working with professors, 
especially in undergraduate research projects. You can get 
more opportunities when you have a higher GPA.”

Many students here have expressed difficulty 
differentiating between the semester and cumulative grade 
point averages (GPA). The semester GPA summarizes the 
student’s academic progress during a specific semester.  
The cumulative GPA displays the student’s entire academic 
career since entering college, summarizing all the grades 
and courses that have been taken. While achieving all 
A’s this semester is great, it won’t get you out of the hot 
seat just yet if your grades have been more mixed other 
semesters.  That’s why it’s important to keep your eye on 
the cumulative GPA, as well. 

As students we face common strife in our academic 
careers, whether from lack of motivation and organization 
or procrastination. 

“Students struggle the most with time management. 
They don’t utilize their resources enough”, said Danielle 
Izzo-Buckner, an English professor and ASAP Advisor here 
on campus.

“There are counselors in the Counseling Center that 
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Bus? I think I’ll Pass

Queensborough Community College is a beautiful 
campus where you can hang out with friends, go to the 
library for help on assignments, have some lunch before 
class or even join sports or clubs.  Everything you need 
is right here on campus. Everything looks right and there 
shouldn’t be any problems –that is, until mid-day afternoon, 
when you are leaving your last class heading to your Q27 
Cambria Heights or Flushing-Main St bus stop or to the 
Q30 to Little Neck. 

“ Around 3 p.m. is the worst time you can catch the bus 
to go home,” says one QCC sophomore, who takes the Q27 

BY  Brianda Ramirez

bus home everyday right after her Chemistry class, with an 
annoyed tone. “Everyone is pushing, trying to get on the 
bus, and sometimes the bus driver would get annoyed and 
just close the doors on them.”

Another QCC student disagrees. “I don’t believe it’s 
the students’ fault, there just need to be more buses at the 
times when they know it’s going to be packed with kids.”

Everyone knows that the Q27 and the Q30 bus stop 
aren’t only for students who attend QCC, but also for 
students at Cardozo High School. As a result the lines 
become incredibly long in the afternoons. 

Now, what are some ways we can make this problem 
go away? 

One suggestion is that QCC students to start owning a 
car or carpooling with a friend.  Many students also believe 
it would be better to have separate bus lines, one for the 
Q27 Cambria Heights and one for the Q27 Flushing-Main 
St. They say it’s easier for them to get organized and not try 
to push everyone out of the way. 

Other students think that the MTA should send out 
more Q27 buses at rush hour usually between 3-6p.m, 
when students are done with their classes and trying to get 
home or to work. 

“ I have waited for the bus for half an hour trying to 
get to work on time,” said QCC sophomore Daisy.  “I had 
to let my manager know that I was going to be late because 
of the bus.  Hopefully, this problem will be solved before 
winter arrives or else I would have to find another way to 
get to work.”

The same goes for the students that take the Q30 home. 
A QCC freshman argues that the bus takes close to an hour 
to get to the bus stop. “It’s annoying to be waiting so long 
for one bus and since QCC it’s the first stop, there’s always 
so many students.” 

Many students agree that the MTA should send out 
more buses so that the students can not only go home fast, 
but won’t need to be pushing or shoving anyone out of the 
way in order to get on the first bus.

If anyone wishes to contact Darryl C. Irick the Vice 
President/President of the MTA Bus Company to help solve 
this situation about adding more Q27 and Q30 buses to the 
QCC bus stop, you can send regular mail to his address 
which is located on the MTA website. Until they can help 
us with this bus problem, everyone just has to be patient 
and hopefully they will do something about it before winter 
arrives. 

Campus
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Residents in the Bayside, Queens area are outraged 
over the planned construction of a new public city high 
school, which would be located just blocks away from 
two other public schools in the area.

The School Construction Authority (SCA) is 
finalizing the purchase of a Bayside Jewish Center that 
is closing on the corner of 204th Street and 32nd Avenue 
in September, with plans to reduce public high school 
crowding by turning it into a new high school. However, 
many residents in the area oppose the construction of the 
high school, arguing that having so many schools in the 
area makes for too much congestion, among other issues.

 “There will be way too much road congestion,” said 
Julia Ponzini, 20, born and raised in Bayside. “There’s 
also the matter of buses. The waiting time might increase, 
not just for students, but for people who live in the area 
and travel by that means because there are going to be so 
many students trying to get home.”

This high school would be one of three areas initially 
planned for construction of new high schools in the 
Queens area to diminish the massive overcrowding in 
school district 26. All three locations faced disapproval 
by residents. Despite this, the SCA overruled the Bayside 
community board’s decision to not have a high school 
built. This raised questions of whether the SCA was being 
too dictatorial, and whether residents should have more 
say on what is happening in their own community.

“The SCA does not understand that residents that 
have lived here for over twenty years, such as myself, 
have had to deal with cleaning up garbage every twenty 
minutes, fights breaking out in front of our houses, and 
one kid was even thrown through a storefront glass 
window at one point—this from only one high school,” 
said Angela Alimonos, 48, a resident of Bayside. “This 
affects our quality of life, and adding a new school with 
more students is just going to compound the problems. 
The SCA should care what the residents want because we 
have to deal with the repercussions everyday. “

Members of the community have not hidden their 
animosity toward the SCA’s decision. Countless residents 
of the Bayside area have posted about their discontent 
over the planned high school on social media outlets, 
particularly the Facebook group created specifically for 
residents of Bayside.

“Bayside High School is three blocks away. P.S. 159 
is two blocks away,” stated a Facebook post by Chadney 
Spencer. “Streets are old style narrow. There’s already 
nowhere else to park in the neighborhood. We don’t want 
or need another 600-1,000 kids and teachers and staff in 
this neighborhood. Plus, over half the kids at Bayside 
High School are from outside areas, where they’ve closed 
high schools. None of this makes sense.”

Many residents agree that overcrowding needs to be 
resolved, but building new schools is not the way to do 
it. Some students, however, believe that building another 
high school in the area is beneficial.

 “Building another school will get rid of overcrowding 
in public schools,” said Brandon Southerland, 17, of 
Francis Lewis High School. “There’s like 4,000 kids in 
the high schools in this area, and not even the adults in 
the school can handle all of them. I go to one of these 
schools, and there is major overcrowding in the halls, and 

BY Elisabeth Mercado

Resident Backlash Over New High School in Bayside, 
Queens

Local

Do you like to write?
Do you want to share 
your writing with 
others?
 
Then write for the  
Communiqué.
The QCC Communiqué is looking 
for a few good writers for its Fall 
2015 issues. 
We are especially interested in 
micro-reviews (200-300 words) of 
new movies; editorials related to 
QCC, higher education, NYC, and 
the world; feature articles about 
college life; and book, theatre, and 
music reviews for our arts section.                

Writing for the Communiqué is a 
great opportunity to share your 
ideas with other QCC students 
and contribute to the campus 
community. It’s also an excellent 
way to beef up your resume and 
your college applications. 

Interested students should 
contact Communiqué Faculty 
Adviser Prof. Elizabeth Toohey at 
EToohey@qcc.cuny.edu
 
The COMMUNIQUÉ: 
It’s Your Paper!

we get into trouble for being late because there’s no space 
to even move. Half the classes we have are always full, 
making it hard to take required courses, or even electives 
without problems. Sometimes the adults even hate being 
in there. Having another school would be better so that we 
have an easier and better learning experience.” 

Residents argue that the SCA should focus on 
improving schools that are considered poor. High schools 
with poor reviews and bad reputations deter parents and 
students who live in the area. This results in students 
applying for programs in high schools out of their zoned 
area in an effort to try to attend the better city high 
schools, most of which are in or around the Bayside area. 
The consequence of this is major overcrowding of the 
high schools.

“There are so many schools in this area already,” 
said Kaliroi Brodin, 47, who lived in Bayside her entire 
childhood. “They are either closing down schools in 
the poor areas, or doing nothing to improve them. They 
should focus on improving the poorer schools rather 
than just building new ones and having kids from every 
neighborhood come to this area for high school. It isn’t 
fair to students, teachers, or residents that way.”

A rally against the building of the high school was also 
held and led by state Senator Tony Avella at the Bayside 
Jewish Center. Avella sided with Bayside residents and 
thinks a new school should not be built without everyone 
involved on board, including residents. Regardless, as of 
September 2015, the SCA plans to go ahead and move 
forward with the construction of the high school.

Photo credit: M

Bayside Jewish Center  Photo credit: Elisabeth Mercado
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Does Trump’s Spotlight in the Media Reflect His Support on the 
Ground?

The Republican primaries are only five months away, 
and since the first debate in August, billionaire real-estate 
mogul and now presidential nominee hopeful, Donald 
Trump, has emerged with a huge lead over the rest of the 
Republican pack, a lead that he maintained through the 
second debate on September 16 on CNN. Despite many 
claiming that no clear winner has emerged yet, Trump has 
ridden a steady wave of popularity.

In fact, going into the first debate, Donald Trump was 
already in a strong position, according to a survey taken 
by the Monmouth University Poll, which was released on 
August 3, three days before the first Republican debate on 
Fox News. This survey showed that 26% of Republican 
voters and Republican leaning voters answered that they 
would support Trump for the GOP nomination, putting him 
14% ahead than the second most popular candidate at the 
time, Jeb Bush, who came in at 12%. The poll also showed 
that Trump’s popularity came from all the demographics 
from which the GOP draws it support, including 
conservatives, pro-establishment moderates, evangelicals, 
and GOP-leaning liberals. Thirty-five percent of Tea Party 
supporters also said they’d support Trump, and of non-Tea 

National
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Party supporters 20% said they give him their 
support. Among those under 50 and over 50, 
Trump also secured the lead with 26% of both 
groups saying they would support him for the 
party nomination. Among men, 32% give their 
support to Trump, while among women, he 
only receives 20%, but still remains in the lead.  

According to Robert Gebelhoff of the 
Washington Post Trump managed to get the 
most airtime out of all the candidates, totaling 
at 10 and a half minutes.

In an article published on the National 
Public Radio website on September 16, 2015, 
after the second debate which was aired on 
CNN, Barbara Sprunt and Ally Mutnick 
reported that Trump had received 18:47 
minutes of airtime. 

Realclearpolitics.com, a Chicago based 
political news and polling data aggregator, also 
reported the findings of several news outlets 

BY Marco Alejos

Donald Trump, the well-known billionaire born in 
Queens, New York, announced on June 16 that he would be 
running for president in the 2016 elections. The Republican 
candidate and his controversial immigration plans have 
created concerns for immigrants. 

Trump’s main proposals are eliminating birthright 
citizenship, deporting those who overstay their visas, and 
building a wall across the southern border of the United 
States. According to a 2011 Nyc.gov census, statistics show 
that New York City has a population of 8,244,910, and 37.2 
percent are born outside the U.S. 

Trump’s plans could have a serious effect on CUNY 
students who are immigrants or even those who are U.S 
citizens but have parents who immigrated illegally.

Trump believes people are only coming illegally to 
the U.S. so their children will become American citizens. 

When a child is born on U.S. territory they are considered a 
U.S. citizen under the Constitution, even if the parents are 
not legal citizens, although the parents can be sponsored 
for a green card when their child turns 21.  This is known 
as birthright citizenship. Trump wants to end birthright 
citizenship, saying it “remains the biggest magnet for illegal 
immigrants.” 

However for this to happen Trump would have to 
change the Constitution, in particular the 14th amendment. 

To become a CUNY student and receive financial aid, 
the applicant must be a U.S. citizen.  Many CUNY students, 
including those at Queensborough Community College, 
would not be able to attend college if their immigration 
status or that of their parents was changed by Trump’s 
proposed policies. 

Many argue against Trump’s claims about birthright 

citizenship being the biggest “magnet” for illegal 
immigrants. Several students expressed that their families 
came to the United States as a result of the economic and 
religious hardships that they faced. The lack of opportunity 
in their country is what drove them to come to the United 
States. 

Faraz Rastegar, a SUNY student, fled alongside his 
family from Iran fourteen years ago.

“As a Jew in an Islamic country we are not fully 
accepted by all. Also, in Iran, they are against America 
and Israel so we couldn’t come here straight from Iran. My 
family and I            had to go to Vienna, Austria to apply for 
a visa, then come to America.”

favorite candidate but he’s bringing attention to the right 
issues.” Trump was “not harming the party’s image,” 
Ferman added. “They’re not saying anything about 
Republicans they weren’t saying before the race.” 

 “I don’t support Mr. Trump. He resembles a politician 
back in Russia,” said Vlad Burlutsky, a native of Russia, 
who was also attending the meeting. “He is a populist. I 
don’t consider him a serious politician.” Burlutsky also 
noted that “Mr. Trump does not add credibility to the GOP 
with his behavior.”

Markel Miller, a former City Tech student, described 
Mr. Trump as “an opportunist.” 

“He carries himself in a way unbecoming of someone 
who is running for the presidency,” Miller elaborated. “If 
he is the elected nominee, the party will go over a cliff with 
him.  He can win in the polls but not in a general election.”  

Many others voiced their dissatisfaction with Trump 
as a candidate, but agreed that for the most part, the other 
Republican candidates were avoiding tough questions and 
issues, such as on immigration. This reflects the views 
of many other Republicans, as well. For example in a 
CNN article written by Deena Zaru, published on June 
23, in which several Republicans were interviewed, the 
consensus was that Trump was liked for his blunt honesty 
and conviction, for example when tackling immigration.   
Those interviewed felt that immigration would not be an 
issue focused on right now had Donald Trump not put the 
spotlight on it.  

This all reflects that, despite many refusing to take 
him seriously, Mr. Trump is a serious contender. Trump has 
managed to gain a wide-range of firm support throughout 
the GOP, along many demographics, and while some 
are indifferent to him or dissatisfied with his run for 
nomination, if the other candidates such as Jeb Bush, Marco 
Rubio, and Carly Fiorina do not solidify what their stance is 
and make their own agenda clear, Donald Trump has a real 
chance of being the one who contends for the presidency. 
This is largely in part due to a perceived lack of action and 
assertiveness on behalf of the other candidates, who despite 
recent attempts to curtail Donald Trump’s dominance, are 
still significantly trailing behind Trump in the polls.

You’re Fired!   Photo credit: Gage Skidmore

Donald Trump’s Immigration Plans
BY Andrea Cadavid

 continued on page 9

such as Fox and CNN, and averaged that for this debate 
Trump had a popularity of 24 percent, followed by Ben 
Carson coming in at 16.3 percent, and Carly Fiorina at 11.8 
percent. 

What’s interesting about this outcome is that previously 
Fiorina had been in the bottom rung of the GOP candidates; 
however, her response and counterattack to Trump’s 
comments have seen her surge in popularity, leading some 
to speculate that she will emerge as the strong candidate 
that might eventually beat Trump at the polls in February. 

To gain further insight on the how Republicans really 
feel about the man who has been steadily holding both 
the Republican and general public’s spotlight, I contacted 
The New York Young Republicans, a local New York City 
Republican Club, whose President, Samantha McNeilly, 
invited me to a meeting held at the Women’s National 
Republican Center in Midtown for a chance to meet some 
members of the club, in order to hear their thoughts on the 
aftermath of the second debate and the man who has been 
dominating the Republican political battleground.  

According to one gentleman in attendance, who 
introduced himself as R.D. Ferman, Trump is “not my 
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Donald Trump’s Immigration Plans
National

International

BY Ricardo Loayza

The Syrian Refugee Crisis

The civil war taking in place in Syria is by far the worst 
humanitarian disaster taking place at the moment. The crisis 
has risked the lives of more than 11 million civilians and 
has left civilians seeking refuge. Anti-government acts that 
preceded and fueled the crisis have been taking place since 
2011. In July 2011, the Syrian army defectors had already 
begun to orchestrate and organize what would come to 
be known as the Free Syrian army. The objective of the 
Free Syrian army has been to overthrow the current ruler 
of Syria, President Bashar Al-Assad. President Al-Assad 
is accused of anti-humanitarian acts and is responsible for 
Syria’s current anti-democratic government that has lead to 
the rebellion of its citizens and ultimately to the war. 

The civil war has already taken the lives of 
approximately 220,000 people. The United Nations 
estimates that a total of 11 million people have lost their 
homes and are currently displaced with nowhere to go.

The Syrian war has left civilians with no choice but to 
leave their homes. Up until now 7.6 million people have 
been displaced and more than 4 million have had to flee 

the country to seek refugee in 
neighboring countries. Although 
many citizens have been 
welcomed with open doors from 
other countries, Hungary and the 
Czech Republic have been very 
opposed to letting the refugees 
even walk through their land in 
their search for refuge. Despite 
the opposition from a large 
percentage of the country some 
citizens have helped the refugees 
get through the country and get 
to safety.

The refugee situation has 
been causing a concentration of 
political tension in Europe. The 
most affected by this situation 
are the children, as millions have 
been forced to leave school and 

Obama expressed his readiness to join forces with Russia 
in order to put a stop to the violence, but refuses to leave a 
person like Assad in power, after all the violent acts he has 
committed against Syria’s citizens. 

Russian President Putin, on the other hand, suggested 
that it was necessary to join forces with Syrian president Al-
Assad because he believed only Assad has a military strong 
enough to battle ISIS, who has taken advantage of the war 
and is trying to take control of Syria. He also suggests 
leaving President Assad in charge with the objective to 
reach a diplomatic solution and peace. President Obama, 
by contrast, believes a democratic government must be 
established in Syria in order to point in the right direction 
towards peace.

Although ISIS is fighting against the Syrian president, 
its intentions are not to restore peace. ISIS has seen the 
war in Syria as another chance to push its own agenda and 
form a state in Syria by taking control over more land. The 
states that have been or are currently under ISIS threat or 
control live terrorized, as ISIS only aims for total control 
through their exceedingly radical and brutal measures. ISIS 
is responsible for many attacks on the Syria’s rebel militias 
and has led the Syrian crisis and fighting into direction 
heading for the worst. Other rebel militias have declared 
war on ISIS, as well demanding that its fighters integrate 
into Syria’s militias or quit the attempt to form a state 
altogether. 

Many U.S. citizens remain relatively uninformed about 
Syria.  One former Queensborough student, Heidi, who 
now attends Queens College, said she only knew very little 
about what was going on . She described it as “a bittersweet 
situation [because] on one side I feel proud to see people 
standing up for democracy and asking for a better life but 
at the same time it’s so sad to see where the situation has 
gotten them to.”

What matters the most is that the public is informed 
and that we may find ways to contribute to ending this crisis 
and help bring peace to Syria. The public needs to know 
that Syria’s citizens are fighting for a democratic way of 
life, which they deserve and have every right to.

Photo Credit: creativecommons.org

are at risk of ending up malnourished, ill, kidnapped or 
exploited. Of the 240,000 people that have lost their lives, 
1,200 are children. 

Since the beginning of the crisis the number of refugees 
and victims has only been increasing, since the year 2011. 
For the past three years, the situation has only worsened 
for Syria and its citizens. The U.N has called for an end to 
the number of human rights violations taking place at the 
center of the Syrian crisis and the United States government 
has provided the largest donations to Syria through the 
U.N through the giving of food, clothing, medical aid and 
funding for shelter. 

The biggest issue that the United Nations and individual 
countries are facing at this moment is finding an ideal 
solution for the problem in order to restore peace in Syria 
and establish a democratic government for the people. At the 
70th session of the U.N assembly on September 28th,  the 
general debate took place between United States President 
Barack Obama and Russian President Putin regarding a 
solution to end the violence and chaos in Syria. President 

Living in a country that tolerates hate against others, 
like in Faraz’s case, pushed his family to come to the 
U.S.  His country was against the religion he practiced 

which limited him and many other Jews from economic 
opportunities, as well

“I remember attending my public school as a kid 
and being forced to chant ‘death to America and Israel.’ 
Then during recess, we would watch the adults burn the 
American flag in the courtyard,” Faraz recalls. 

Another of Trump’s proposals is to deport people 
who overstay their visas, which would also affect students 
that came to the U.S. and let their visas expire. Those 
who overstay their visas were never really a concern for 
the U.S. until the 9/11 terrorist attacks. Trump s’idea for 
deporting the millions of people with visa overstays has led 
to his most controversial idea of building a wall across the 
southern border and “making” Mexico pay for it. He says 
that until Mexico pays for the wall, he will increase fees 
on border crossing cards issued to Mexicans and NAFTA 
(North American Free Trade Agreement) worker visas 
from Mexico, which he refers to as the “major source of 

visa overstays.” 
There are no statistics to support this claim.
Trump’s immigration plan to deport nearly 11.3 

million people in the United States who are here illegally 
will cost around $200 billion, according to CNN.com, 
which would be used for building a wall along the southern 
border, creating a visa-tracking program that would punish 
those who overstay their visa and deport those who have 
entered the U.S. illegally all within a five-year period.

No one can actually promise that all of Donald 
Trump’s proposals will occur, but what we do know is that 
it would be extremely costly and he would have to alter the 
Constitution.  For those attending college, especially 
QCC, which is such a culturally diverse school with a 
high rate of immigrants or first-born American generations 
in their family, Donald Trump’s plan would likely affect 
these students and families, if he is elected in the 2016 
presidential elections.

 continued from page 8

You’re Fired! Photo credit: Gage Skidmore
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International
Brother Nation’s Border Crisis to Heal

After almost two months of chaos at their borders, President Nicolas Maduro of 
Venezuela and President Juan Manuel Santos of Colombia met on September 21st in 
Quito, Ecuador to begin mending relations. 

Presidents Rafael Corea and Tabare Vasquez of Ecuador and Uruguay respectively 
met with backing from the Union of South American Nations which mediated the 
meeting. For now, Venezuela and Colombia have agreed to return their ambassadors and 
launch an investigation of the issues concerning both countries. 

According to an article that appeared on El Universal in Venezuela Correa said, 
“Venezuela and Colombia agreed to encourage gradual normalization of the border,” he 
also emphasized the essence of brotherhood to rebuild relations. 

The border crisis began on August 19th when Maduro issued an executive order to 
close a border point with Colombia in the state of Tachira. A deportation campaign has 
resulted in more than 1,400 immigrants being forcefully brought back to Colombia. The 
Venezuelan National Guard and police have carried out the task to enforce Maduro’s 
orders to deport Colombian immigrants out of the country. 

By  Ricardo Anez William Nueman from The New York Times wrote, “He [Maduro] declared a state of 
emergency in a stretch of territory along the border, allowing warrantless searches and 
placing restrictions on public gatherings or protests.” The National Guard conducted 
raids in border towns, demanded residents for proof of citizenship, and began home-to-
home searches. Those who were taken into their custody were then sent back to border 
points to begin the deportation process. 

 This all started when an unknown gunman shot three border troops and a civilian 
this past July on the Venezuelan side of the border. John Otis from Time Magazine 
explained that at the time of the event the border troops were “looking for smugglers 
who buy subsidized rice, milk and other staples at dirt-cheap prices in Venezuela then 
resell them in Colombia for huge profits.” 

Amidst the crisis many Colombians have left their homes in Venezuela on their own 
fearing deportation. Most have crossed the Tachira River with anything they could carry 
on their backs. The homes of these immigrants are now abandoned and a large letter “D” 
is being branded on them as a sign for them to be demolished. 

The Colombian government has taken the responsibility to reunite families that 
have been separated by the crisis. Venezuelan born children of those deported have been 
granted Colombian citizenship to be able to stay with their loved ones. 

An article in The New York Times reported that Santos said, “Raiding houses, 
removing the inhabitants by force, separating families, not allowing them to take with 
them their few belongings and marking the houses in order to demolish them later on, 
these are totally unacceptable actions that recall bitter episodes of humanity that must 
not be repeated,” 
Maduro has highlighted how the crackdown is to combat and secure the region along the 
border from smugglers, drug traffickers, and gangs who he claims have made a negative 
impact on his country’s economy. Over the last 30 years an estimate of 5.5 million of 
Colombians have immigrated to Venezuela.

Before their highly anticipated meeting both leaders made fiery exchanges. Despite 
that, the two leaders agreed to continue ongoing talks. The foreign ministers of both 
countries met September 23rd focusing on the economic impact that smugglers have 
caused, drug trafficking, and the presence of paramilitary on the border. Future talks are 
to be scheduled but for now both governments have viewed the meeting as a positive 
step forward. 

ISIS in the 2016 Presidential Elections

As the crisis involving ISIS continues to unfold in 
the Middle East, there is growing support among the 
American public for the United States to take action against 
the militant group. This has prompted candidates for the 
upcoming 2016 Presidential Elections to address the issue 
and propose their own policies aimed at eliminating the 
ISIS threat. 

According to a survey conducted by the Pew Research 
Center in July 2015, about six out of ten Americans (63%) 
supported U.S. military action against ISIS with support 
generally equal between Republicans and Democrats. In 
addition to this, more Americans are concerned that the 
U.S. will not go far enough in fighting ISIS; a concern that 
is particularly strong among Republicans. 

Reflecting these concerns, Donald Trump, the current 

frontrunner in the polls for the Republican nomination, has 
previously said that he believed American troops would 
need to be put on the ground in Iraq and Syria to combat 
ISIS.

“I would knock out the source of their wealth, the 
primary sources of their wealth, which is oil,” Trump said 
in an appearance on MSNBC’s Morning Joe. “And in order 
to do that, you would have to put boots on the ground. I 
would knock the hell out of them, but I’d put a ring around 
it and I’d take the oil for our country.”

More recently, however, Trump has shifted his 
position to a more reserved stance, saying that he thinks 
the U.S should let Russia handle ISIS. He said on CBS’s 60 
Minutes, “Russia wants to get rid of ISIS. We want to get 
rid of ISIS. Maybe let Russia do it. Let ‘em get rid of ISIS. 
What the hell do we care?”

Dr. Ben Carson, Trump’s competitor for the 
Republican nomination, offered his views on how to deal 
with ISIS in an op-ed for The Hill. Carson offers a number 
of suggestions ranging from arming and supporting the 
Kurdish Regional Government, a faction in northern Iraq 
which has had success repelling ISIS attacks, to engaging 
in “ideological and information warfare”.

On waging information warfare Carson writes, “We 
must engage, answer and actively participate in the ISIS 
information flow. This must be complemented with a new 
Voice of America that pounds creative messaging, hitting 
sensitive issues head-on, while pushing relevant messaging 
into the cyberspace discussion.”

However, like Trump, Carson is not opposed to 
conventional warfare, though he emphasizes that any war 
should be made as short as possible to limit any human 
suffering and loss of life as much as possible.

By Ismail Nouri

Photo Credit: wikipedia.org

On the other side of the aisle, Democratic candidates 
are also giving their opinions on how to handle ISIS.

In an appearance on MSNBC’s MTP Daily, Hillary 
Clinton said that removing ISIS would be difficult while 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad is still in power. Clinton 
said that she would “prioritize both” but also that “ousting 
Assad has to be a political process.” Clinton has also said 
that she supports giving help to both the Kurdish forces in 
Iraq and the Iraqi forces themselves so that they can push 
ISIS out of the region. 

In a news conference at the Iowa State Fair in August, 
Clinton said on ISIS that, “This has to be an Iraqi-led 
mission.” She did, however, add to that. “I think we have 
to do more, and I hope we will do more to try to get the 
whole region together and to drive ISIS out of the territory 
that they occupy to rescue the people they have enslaved, 
predominantly women.”

Sen. Bernie Sanders, another presidential hopeful who 
caucuses with the democrats, has also been vocal about his 
opposition to any U.S led invasion or mission. 

“It cannot be won and it will not be won by the 
United States alone,” Sanders said on CNN’s New Day. 
Sanders expressed his opposition to the U.S. being drawn 
into another Middle Eastern conflict saying that Muslim 
countries should take the lead in handling ISIS while the 
U.S. takes a “supportive” role.

With the crisis in the Middle East ongoing and the 
American public becoming increasingly conscious of the 
conflict, it is likely that policy on ISIS and the Middle East 
will remain a key issue going into the 2016 presidential 
elections.

Photo Credit: pixabay.com



Although summer is practically over, 
fashionistas like myself can’t help but think 
about all the amazing and chic trends for 
spring and summer 2016. Judging from a 
couple of shows that debuted this summer, 
we’re going to be seeing a lot of fall trends 
including fringe , leather and dark vampy 
makeup.  So for all the trendy fashionistas 
out there, here’s a list of the top five trends 
to look out for this summer.  

the dress, while strutting in flower printed 
socks with heels. The show was inspired by 
Hawaii and old vintage Hollywood glamour. 

Fringe/ Tassel -  We fashionistas 
love seeing fringes and tassels on camel 
colored bags and jackets during the fall 
season, who knew fringe and tassel would 
be stylish during summer as well!  A bold 
colored bag with tassels will make any 
ordinary outfit chic. Like the bags that were 
shown in Altuzarra’s show included the 
models wearing bright red, orange trench 
coats with a matching colored pleated 
dresses underneath. The bags included red 
and orange bag with tassels dangling on 
the side. Overall, the show had beautiful 
autumn colored bags with tassels and it 
was definitely a must have for spring and 
summer. For designer 

Furstenberg’s show had a more of a 
romantic essence as she had the models 
wearing flowers on the side of their head. 
One model was wearing a white low waist 
dress with butterflies printed on the dress 

and she had a beige bag with tassels on the 
side as well.  

Leather - Now leather always gives 
a sexy and cool chic vibe, showing off 
confidence and fierceness. So if you are one 
of those fashionistas who rather look fierce 
in summer than girly and cute, Designers 
Cushnie et Ochs show definitely showed 
how. One of the looks off the runway 
included a model wearing a black sleeveless 
leather jumper with a black bonnet placed 
on her head and she had on black heels. The 
show had a mix of cute dresses with bright 
colors but also sexy tight black leather 
dresses. For Diesel Black Gold’s runway 
show, most of the models were styled in 
monochrome clothes. One model was 
wearing a sleeveless white top with a black 
leather dungaree style dress, her hair looked 
purposely messy and she had on heavy dark 
eyeliner which totally gave the rock n roll 
edge look.  

 Peter Pan collar style shirts/ dresses 
– For the last trend but certainly not the 
least is the Peter Pan collar style shirts and 
dresses. Usually you see collars on dress 
shirts that are meant more for a professional 
look, a uniform or for formal events, but 
now you see collars on dresses and tops 
which gives it a sweet but also a quirky look.  
Designer Vera Wang’s show had plenty of 
soft looks with all the models with black 
hair and bangs but the show also displayed 
a dark eerie feeling to it as well. One model 
was seen wearing a sheer collared shirt 
while a visible sport bra was underneath; 
she also had on a high waist black skirt with 
black platform shoes.  Another designer 
who is rocking the collar trend is designers 
Proenza Schouler. One model was wearing 
a royal red Peter Pan collar dress that had 
beautiful embroidery on it. Her hair was 
push back into a sleek bun and she had on 
black feathered earrings . The show was 
very sophisticated and it gave the sense of a 
strong woman.   So there you have it guys! 
The 5 chic trends must haves for spring and 
summer.

Designer Calvin Klein, known for having 
a minimalistic style, presented his overall 
show full of dresses, pants and tops made all 
out of silk wear. One of his looks featured 
a model with a white champagne colored 
dress while being paired it with white slip 
on shoes. Another model on the runway was 
seen wearing a black silk coat with a white 
dress underneath. A loose belt held on her 

By Khadeza Alim 

Fashion Trends For Spring 2016      

waist while also being paired the black and 
white slip on shoes.  The overall look in the 
show was quite simple but very effortless as 
well, also being lingerie inspired.

Dark lipstick – Now you might 
usually see dark lips being a huge trend 
in the fall season but it turns out it’s very 
trendy this summer as well.  Dark lip colors 
tend to give a more romantic feel while also 
portraying a goth/ grunge look too. Designer 
Jason Wu’s show had one model wearing a  
turquoise colored trench coat with a dark 
maroon colored lipstick on her lips, paired 
with black heels. For designer Anna Sui’s 
runway show, she had models wearing a 
dark red and maroon color on their lips, 
often displaying a mysterious touch. One 
model was seen wearing a printed dress 
with pineapples, bananas and flowers on 

Silk – When you think of clothing made 
out of silk, you tend to think of lingerie or 
other under garments but not anymore folks.  
Silk clothing is now considered fashionable 
to wear as dresses, shirts and even pants! 
Designer 

Alexander Wang, who is usually 
known for making chic sportswear, had one 
look where a model wore a beautiful peach 
colored lace printed silk dress, he paired 
the look with chain earrings and metallic 
gladiator shoes to give it a more edgy look.  

could or could not get it, but because he/she has the shot it 
wouldn’t be as bad—kind of like a simple cough. It would 
also help to prevent to pass fewer germs to others, since 
kids are everywhere and touch everything.”

The Queensborough Community College Office of 
Health Services had no comment about getting the flu shot, 
but they did refer to a print-out of the Center for Diseases 
Control Prevention (CDC), which explains why it’s good 
to get vaccinated and when to be vaccinated. It also states 
what symptoms people can experience if they do not get 
vaccinated. In the article “Key Facts about Influenza &Flu 
Vaccine” the CDC states, “People who have the flu often 
feel some or all these signs and symptoms, fever or feeling 
feverish, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose, muscle 
or body aches, headaches, fatigue and some people may 
have vomiting and diarrhea.”

It also states that if people do not get the flu shot, 
the flu might be passed to someone else, even if your 
symptoms haven’t shown up. The article recommends for 
children and the elderly in particular to get vaccinated for 
their defenses are lower then an adult.

Nicole Joanne Graci an NCC student disagrees.  
“Jayden had it one year, and still got the flu so I think it’s 
pointless,” she said.  “I don’t know enough about it, but 
am against it because I heard stories about it. People get 
very ill from it”.

Tiffanie Mogum a Nursing student at QCC said she 
is not so sure about the newer vaccines.  “I’m kind of in 
both ends, because I think you should have to get it when 
you work in hospitals, but then for flu shots for children, 
they’re newer, I feel like there needs to be more longevity 
for doctors to look more into it.”

For now, legally, everyone is allowed to have his 
or her decision whether to get vaccinated or not, and it 
remains a personal choice.

Tis the Season to Be Coughing
 continued from cover page
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Straight Outta Compton: A Review

Straight Outta Compton is an excellent 
film for both the casual Hip-Hop fan and for 
the “Hip-Hop Head” blasting Old School 
rap from vinyl records.  It does a beautiful 
job of making the film easily digestible for 
audiences of all kinds but at the same time 
staying true to the core of what N.W.A. stood 
for, the rap group on which the biopic is 
based. It isn’t a perfect movie by any means 
but it functions well as a social commentary 
that should resonate with anyone who has 
been paying attention to recent events in 
the media, specifically in regard to police 
brutality.

is especially noteworthy for its highly 
influential single “F*** Tha Police” 
where the group takes turns voicing their 
disdain for crooked cops, unapologetically 
opposing their authority and making clear 
their desire to “Beat a police out of shape”.  
Such uncompromising malice towards 
police only made verbal what many people 
of color had felt in their hearts for years.  
This is evidenced in how the song resonated 
countrywide and proceeded to surpass all 
boundaries set for it to become an influential 
classic with virtually no possibility of 
radio airplay and a cease and desist order 
set against it by the FBI.  In the film this 
is made conspicuous when authorities tell 
them before a Detroit performance that they 
are barred from performing the song. 

Their response: perform the song to 
a chanting crowd while objecting police 
officers raise their badges in protest. Scenes 
of protest in particular, have become quite 
frequent in recent times and while it may 
seem like a new phenomenon it really isn’t. 
It’s just that with today’s access to social 

media, unfiltered images of the injustice 
have been finding its way to our News 
Feeds, and many people don’t like what 
they see. This has opened up a much-needed 
conversation of accountability among police 
and the fruits of labor planted by N.W.A. are 
coming to fruition.

These adversities weren’t for naught as 
the stories they told have led to N.W.A being 
one of if not the most influential Hip-Hop 
group of all time. Not only did Ice Cube go 
on to become arguably the biggest rap star 
of his time after his departure and drop back 
to back classic albums, but Dr. Dre also 
produced his own share of classics after 
moving on to Death Row and subsequently 
Aftermath Records. Dre’s lineage alone 
comprises icons like Snoop Dogg, Eminem, 
50 Cent and more recently Kendrick Lamar, 
not to mention the lesser-known names he 
has brought to stardom. Their tale is a tale 
of struggle and tragedy but ultimately one of 
unmatched triumph.

Now if you are just a casual listener 
or happen to be outside of N.W.A.’s target 
demographic then this movie could be a 
learning experience as you get to witness 
the events that helped shape the genre that 
we enjoy today and the troubles faced by 
many of its listeners on a daily basis. 

The events of the biopic take place 
in Los Angeles where police brutality and 
racial inequality are everyday occurrences 
and gang violence is commonplace. The 
first half of the movie spends a lot of time 
making that fact abundantly clear and 
multiple scenes are dedicated to displaying 
the different ways that the boys in blue 
abuse their power over colored males in 
particular.  In one scene the main cast is 
made to lie on their bellies on the concrete 
while being berated and disrespected by the 
police in front of a recording studio where 
they were recording their album, with their 
manager, a white Jewish male, being the 
only one who can convince them that they 
are there legally. 

The Straight Outta Compton album 

Through the Kaleidoscope 
BY Xu Zhang

This year marks the hundredth anniversary of the 
opening of Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Department 
of Asian Art. To highlight its centennial celebration, 
the museum has been organizing a series of premium 
exhibitions on assorted Asian Art to showcase its 
surpassingly comprehensive collection of Asian artifacts. 
Among them, Chinese ceramics is prominently featured at 
the central area of the second floor.

To many people of this age, ceramics might represent 
more of tools with materialistic purpose such as a set of 
quintessentially painted porcelain tea ware sporting at a 
trendy English tea house, rather than a form of art in its 
own right seldom for appreciation. However, historically, 
ceramics has been an indispensible part of Asian culture 
and a center pillar of Asian art for thousands of years.

According to the museum’s official introduction, 
the earliest known piece of Chinese ceramic work is an 
earthenware bowl excavated at central China, which can be 
dated back to the Neolithic period of Chinese history (ca. 
6500 – 5400 B.C.). Nevertheless, the skills that was needed 
to make those “typical looking” Chinese ceramics as we 
see today had not been perfected yet until the Tang Dynasty 
(618 – 907 A.D.).

There was a porcelain vase painted by colored enamels 
over a thin layer of transparent glaze, with bits of gold 
were added to its palette, depicting peaches juxtapose a 
branch of pomegranates. This pastel colored vase marked 
the development of making ceramics in China has reached 
a new level, namely the new color scheme consisted of 
much more subtle shades instead of classically the highly 
saturated colors, and the application of new ingredients 
such as the opaque white derived from lead arsenide. 
The pattern of this vase is also a great objectification of 
traditional Chinese values that has been permeated through 
generations, such as the perpetual emphasis on family and 
eternal quest for achieving harmony both with oneself and 
one’s surroundings. To illustrate, peach as a common fruit, 
serves as an important motif in both Chinese literature 
and folklore alike, symbolizing the luxuries in life, good 
fortunate within family, and longevity in general. On the 
other hand, pomegranate usually implies fertility since it 
contains so many seeds in one fruit. By putting these two 
elements together, this vase directly conveys its original 
owner’s wish of having a harmonious and prospering family 
to all the visitors even after hundreds of years.

Another ubiquitous motif that is vastly popular within 
the entire East Asia is the mythical beast called “qilin”, which 
is described to have head of a dragon, antlers of a deer, body 
of a horse covered by fish scales, hooves of an ox, and tail of 
a lion. Qilin in classic East Asian culture represents virtues 
such as benevolence, justice, and protection; and signifies 
wise administration or foreshadows a gracious ruler. There 
were several porcelain jars from both China and Japan 
displayed side by side at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
produced within roughly the same time period, circa 17th 
century. During this period, the long-established trading 
traditions between Japan and China had gradually lost its 
vigor, declining rapidly soon after the Manchus took over 

China and ruled it for the next 300 years. This divergence 
was inevitably reflected on the artifacts –in China, a new 
genre of ceramics was being developed and steadily 
flourished over time in Jingdezhen, the manufacturing hub 
of Chinese ceramics since the 10th century, and was famous 
for its intricate patterns and huge annual export to the West. 
While in Japan, designs appeared to be more localized, 
more in sync with Japan’s strong Shinto tradition; as well 
as new glazing method being invented and the patronage of 
ceramic industry expanded.

As observed in many other forms of art, ceramic 
works are only not mean to be displayed solely for 
decorative purpose, but also to serve as a practical vessel 
for education. Since in imperial China, the majority of the 
literate population obtained their education through home-
schooling, either by a tutor or a governess, it was necessary 
to have a proper setting at home in hopes of facilitating the 
learning process. As a result, a large number of ceramics 
manufactured throughout ancient Chinese history were 
commonly featuring themes drawn from a wide range of 
Confucius classics such as the largely renowned Analects 
of Confucius, as well as scenes from miscellaneous classic 
poetry and popular novels. Several vases at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art would undoubtedly fall under this category, 
particularly the one made around the late 17th century, 
with illustrations of women enjoying scholarly pursuits. As 
per tradition, the realm of scholarly pursuits was reserved 
exclusively for men, especially strict when it comes to 
studying politics and science. Women were encouraged to 
be proficient in composing poetry, painting watercolors, 
and playing instruments. The vase itself was relatively 
plain in terms of craftsmanship; nonetheless it offered a 
whiff of refreshing air blowing into the tight grip of social 
conformity that had been dominant for centuries.

When the sun started setting, it is the time to conclude 
a day. People come and go, on the other hand, those 
enriched cultural legacies serve as constant reminders to 
the crowd that everyone is a visitor in front of time – no 
individual will remain forever, but the treasure belongs to 
the entire humanity will bear witness for an indefinite time. 
Additionally, for anyone who might be interested in visiting 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art for its various exhibitions, 
it is located at 1000 Fifth Avenue (82nd Street), New York, 
NY, 10028, accessible by public transportation or by car, 
and open 7 days a week.

By Shaquan Bell

Vase with depiction of peach and pomegranate.
Photo by Xu Zhang
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Celebrities come to New York 
City to debut at events, celebrate big 
occasions, and enjoy food from the 
finest restaurants in town. Those of 
us who live in New York often travel 

tomorrow, and later where you 
can learn more about the different 
activities, location, and whether or 
not you have to pay a fee. 

When booking an event you 
will receive an email confirmation, 

there is no need for printing tickets; 
it is all on your phone. If you invite 
any friends and they also purchase 
a ticket you will receive a $7 
coupon credit to any event. Just for 
confirming your attendance through 
the Fever app the ticket value will be 
the cheapest on the market.

After attending a Fever event 
at the SoHo Playhouse, it was a 
pleasing experience to see how I was 
able to redeem my tickets without 
having to wait on a line. I said my 
name and received my two tickets 
with the option to sit anywhere 
I liked. In addition, watching 
The American Play at a historic 
building in the city was something I 
would have never attended without 
knowing about it through Fever. The 
intimate off-Broadway production 
was a fascinating performance that 
definitely left my partner and I 
intrigued about finding more events 
within our Fever apps. 

through the city without knowing 
where the best suited events, 
exhibitions, or even concerts occur. 

New Yorkers can now find where 
these events are happening around 
the city. The new app called Fever 
allows all iPhone and Andriod users 
to attend events of preference by the 
joining or booking a reserved spot 
on the list. 

The app has many free 
adventures; some include bars, 
giveaways, rooftops, club entrances, 
brunch spots, comedy shows, 
galleries, pop-up stores, volunteer 
events, and more.   

Fever allows you to log in with 
your Facebook or Google account, 
choose your preferable hashtags 
while creating a profile, and even 
follow the most popular users. The 
hashtags will decide the different 
type of events that will be shown in 
order for you to attend.  T h e 
app will show you “plans” for today, 

Enjoy FeverFree and More
By Maria Brango
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By Bridget Studdert

QCC Women’s Volleyball Season is Under Way

The QCC women’s volleyball 
team’s season has begun. The Lady 
Tigers’ season began with a 3-2 win 
against Nassau, one of the best teams 
in the state. QCC’s current CUNY 

We block better,” said Coach Jason 
Demas. 

Last season the team placed 
16th overall in hitting percentage 
with .253%, 51st overall in block 
totals with 107, and 48th overall in 
blocks per set with 1.31. Currently 
they place 21th overall in hitting 
percentage with 225%, 53rd overall 
in block totals with 56, and 30th 
overall in blocks per set with 1.60. 

Players on the team have 
also been recognized for their 
outstanding performances. Outside 
hitter and captain Alanna Caffrey 
was recently named CUNYAC/
Pepsi Community College Female 
Player of the Week two weeks in a 
row and middle hitter Zuri Williams 
was recently named CUNYAC/Pepsi 
Community College Rookie of the 
Week. However, the coach says they 
still have room for improvement. 

 “On a college level volleyball 

record is  6-0. What can students 
expect from them for the rest of the 
reason?

“I think we are a much bigger 
team than last year. We hit better. 

game, passing is the most important 
thing and I think we have to be more 
consistent,” said Demas. 

The Lady Tigers are off to a 
good start so far and are currently 
in first place among community 
colleges in their division.  All of 
their home games take place in 
October. This season the games 
are Thursday, October 8 against 
Nassau, Tuesday, October 20 
against Kingsborough Community 
College, and Thursday, October 22 
against Suffolk Community College 
all at 6:00 PM.  

They could be on their way to win 
not only a CUNY Championship, 
which takes place on October 26 
at Hostos Community College at 
4:00 PM, but also a Region XV 
Championship and a NJCAA 
Championship.

.

Team Photo -   Photo credit: Leonardo Correa and Cesar Cabezas

Tickets from play
Photo Credit: Maria Brango

A screenshot from Fever
Credit: Maria Brango
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BY Kristopher Parente

The Trade that Never Was

Mets infielder Wilmer Flores endured a rollercoaster 
of emotion that we rarely see in the sporting world when, 
late in July, rumors swirled around Citi Field that he, 
and teammate Zack Wheeler, would be traded to the 
Milwaukee Brewers for outfielder Carlos Gomez.

The 23-year old Venezuelan native, who had spent 
the last seven years in the Mets organization from the age 
of 16, did something that transcended through baseball 
and into the hearts and minds of the American people. 
Regardless of the old saying that there’s no crying in 
baseball, Flores began to shed tears.

Fans found it strange that Flores was still in the game, 

million on his contract. While Upton is no slouch, and 
will probably put up his career best in home runs this 
year (currently 26), he has batted a  middling .251 with 
only 11 RBIs over his last 30 games.

It wasn’t until after all these deals fell through that 
the Mets made a deal for a young Cuban outfielder 
from the Detroit Tigers named Yoenis Cespedes. What 
the Mets have done since that time can only be termed 
“magical”. According to MLB.com/standings, in a mere 
43 games with the Mets, Cespedes has hit a sweltering17 
home runs with 42 RBIs in what will go down as a 
historic month and half of baseball. The Mets as a team 
have seen a turn -around unparalleled in baseball history. 
According to BaseballReference.com, out of 30 teams 
in the MLB, the Mets went from dead last in runs per 
game, offensive production and batting average to 1st, 
2nd and 3rd respectively. The Mets were 52-49 and two 
games out of first place on July 29th. They are currently 
83-63 and eight games ahead of the now down and out 
Washington Nationals.

Wilmer Flores all the while stayed cool, under 
the radar and continued to do what he does best - play 
baseball. Two days after the non-trade he hit an emotional 
walk off home run, and according to BaseballReference.
com  has batted  a scorching .329 in his last 30 games, 
and has improved his glove tremendously in the field.

A religious baseball fanatic will tell you that the 
non-trade of Wilmer Flores marked the turning point for 
the Mets fortunes - that the baseball gods finally shone 
their light upon the downtrodden Mets. A realist will tell 
you it was a savvy front office deal for superstar Yoenis 
Cespedes that sparked the Mets surge. Whatever side 
of this spectrum you’re on, one thing is for certain. For 
the first time in over nine years, the New York Mets are 
poised to make a deep playoff run, all because of a trade 
that never was.

as it is usually customary for a manager to remove traded 
players from the lineup once a deal is finalized with the 
front office. However, it turns out this rollercoaster was 
just getting started, as Wilmer wasn’t traded at all.  At 
first, Mets fans were up in arms over the debacle that 
was eventually dubbed by the New York sports media 
as the “non-trade”. Fans and journalists alike deemed it 
yet another cut-rate type of complication that is usually 
associated with the Wilpon family, the Mets owners. 
However, there’s an old adage in baseball - sometimes 
the best trades are the ones that aren’t made.

Whether you’re trading away an undervalued 
pitcher, or bringing in an overrated hitter, trades in the 
baseball world can sometimes be a double-edged sword. 
One of the most famous in history is the trade of baseball 
legend, Babe Ruth in the 1919 season, from the Boston 
Red Sox to the New York Yankees for cash to finance the 
Red Sox owner’s Broadway play. This trade changed the 
scope of baseball for a century as baseball historians, as 
well as the casual fan, still argue its magnitude and its 
effect on American culture. Now, imagine if this trade 
had never occurred. Or, how about a trade that always 
makes Mets fans cringe?   I’m referring to the infamous 
trade which sent Hall of Fame pitcher Nolan Ryan from 
the Mets to the Los Angeles Angels for the forgettable 
footnote in baseball history named Jim Fregosi.

Even more incredible though - the trade rumors 
didn’t end there for the Mets. According to Jeff Todd at 
MLBTradeRumors.com, The Mets nearly sealed a deal 
for Cincinnati Reds outfielder Jay Bruce before the Reds 
front office was “having second thoughts”. The good 
news for Met fans is that Jay Bruce has batted a paltry 
.181 over the last 30 games with just three home runs.

The Mets then reached out to the San Diego Padres 
for veteran outfielder Justin Upton according to Charlie 
Wilmoth at MLBTradeRumors.com, but talks stalled 
because the Mets refused to pick up the remaining 6 

BY Fabio Martinez

Put it in the Books

The tradition here at QCC is that the men’s baseball 
team makes it to the playoffs.  For the past 14 years, 

that consecutive playoff streak. “Yes it was disappointing, 
one QCC tradition was broken by not making the CUNY 
championship, and the team would have sold the school 
short if we did not make the playoffs.” He stated.

He explained the changes to the way the team works. 
“Any time a player curses on the field of play there will 
be a penalty of 10 sprints, cutting players from the team, 
bringing back older routines, the workouts will be more 
intense, there is no selfishness. All players and coaches 
will be held accountable for anything that goes against 
others.”

When talking about next season Coach Mischel he 
said, “I never look into next season until finished with 
one.

Coach Roger Mischel, who has 27 years of experience, 
has brought the team to the playoffs. For the past ten 
years he has brought attributes such as player experience, 
motivational skills, knowing how to train athletes and has 
a strong background in baseball. He stated, “The day I 
stop learning is the day I should stop coaching.” He is a 
student of the game and always loves to learn.

There is a lot of success within this time. This is what 
he stated on what makes a successful team, “Kind of like 
today’s New York Mets, banding together, all believing 
in each other, hard work, dedication, having everybody 
striving for the same goal and trusting the coaching 
staff even though you may not understand why they say 
certain things. “ He looks for players with character who 
strive to get better.

Last season the team came very close in breaking 

Sports

BY Antonella Santibanez

Back To Back… To Back
Queensborough Community College (QCC) soccer 

players are putting their cleats down to hold onto that 
title. After a rough start losing the first game of the season 
to Borough of Manhattan Community College, QCC has 
rallied together to win five consecutive games.

“Naturally it’s hard getting into a rhythm in the first 
game,” said Sebastian Ramirez, a former QCC player who 
scored the winning goal for the final in 2014. “But as you 
can see, once they find their stride, they will be able to 

needs to maintain a steady head if it wishes to keep an 
outstanding performance. 

“I believe we have a great team this year, I see a 
lot of potential and chemistry as a whole and therefore 
continuing this striking victory shouldn’t be an issue,” 
said Dorie James, who plays defense for the team.

Queensborough Community College is seeking to 
roar towards the 2015 championship.

 Overall hopes, as well as expectations remain high 
for this team. Is it possible that QCC could see another 
championship trophy on display? Many think so. 

pull themselves together and really dominate the field.” 
After the very impressive win against Kingsborough 

Community College, with a final score of 7-0, it appears 
that QCC has indeed found its rhythm. However, there is 
always the question of whether or not the team can hold 
itself together and continue that type of precision in the 
games and not let their successes go to their heads. 

Both Westchester Community College and Dutchess 
Community College only ceded defeat to QCC by one 
goal. Even so, Dutchess only gave up that one goal for 
a final score of 1-0. This goes to show that the team 

BY  Kristopher Parente

Wilmer Flores (Left) and Yoenis Cespedes (Right) have 
been vital assests to the Mets playoff run this September 
Photo Credit: Wikimedia

Classic QCC baseball pinstripes 
Photo Credit: Fabio Martinez 
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…With Liberty and Justice for all
By Somtochukwu Agwai

Over the past few years, attention 
paid to police brutality has skyrocketed, 
bringing out many different views and 
emotions from people. It seems that every 
other month or so there is a new victim, 
new oppressor, and new viral video 
somewhere in the world exhibiting what 
some term as injustice. Such events have 
warranted different emotional behaviors 
from the people ranging from peaceful 
protests, to raging riots resilient enough to 
shut down streets and have people worried 
about their safety.

As it is a controversial topic, writing 
about racial issues and the ripples of 
deadly encounters it has caused is bound 
to precipitate some form of criticism. 
However, the ongoing violence between 
unarmed African Americans and police 
officers is one particular issue that has 
caused confusion and chaos, especially in 
big cities. Just over the past few years we 
have seen it all: both peaceful and violent 
driven riots featuring extremely enthusiastic 
protesters. The killing of Caucasian male 
police officers for no justifiable reason 
other than that of anger and retaliation, the 
grand community funerals held for victims 
lost in the contretemps between loved 
ones and police officers, and the breakout 
of social media awareness trying to get 
people to pay attention. All these events 
and situations have taken the news world 
by storm and these issues are making 

headlines all around the world.
Based on the ongoing unfortunate 

interfaces between African Americans and 
police officers, it is no news that African 
Americans are most of the time on the 
unfortunate side of the spectrum when it 
comes to racism is general. However, the 
wave of emotions witnessed from people on 
this matter is to my mind warranted from the 
results of new disputes.

Over the past few years, police brutality 
cases have become a huge part of the news 
world. Several cases in particular, like that 
of Michael Brown, Trayvon Martin, and 
Eric Garner, where victims were killed by 
police officers, have captured more attention 
than others. While taking one’s life for petty, 
minor causes in the eyes of the law is bad 
enough, what makes matters worse is the lack 
of justice. It seems now a pattern that goes 
something like this: a police officer stops 
an African American for reasons justifiable 
to him; a confrontation transpires between 
the two; the minority is either killed on the 
scene, or arrested and taken in for custody 
for unjustifiable reasons; the police officer is 
given minor repercussions in accordance to 
the act, and no significant jail time is granted. 
This occurrence has repeated itself so many 
times in police brutality towards African 
Americans, that the few police officers who 
have been indicted for their crimes begin to 
matter less and less.

August 9, 2015, marked the one-year 
anniversary of the death of 18-year-old 
Michael Brown, who was shot and killed 

Opinion

by a police officer in Ferguson, Missouri. 
The New Yorker has published an article 
including extensive interviews with Darren 
Wilson, the former police officer who shot 
and killed Mr. Brown. 

The shooting engendered protests 
that grew tumultuous and disorganized the 
streets of Ferguson for weeks. But it was 
after a grand jury decided not to indict Mr. 
Wilson that all hell broke loose. According 
to an article in The New York Times, 
many believed this to be a lack of justice 
formulated by a biased, corrupt system. As 
news of the decision spread, over a dozen 
buildings were set on fire, police cars 
were vandalized and set on fire, protesters 
mounted forward, throwing objects at police 
officers in protesting gears. Social media 
was also at a rampage, raising awareness 
through different outlets and grimacing at 
the injustice. These events were broadcasted 
on the news for many weeks. For citizens of 
Ferguson, the death of Michal Brown was 
one thing, and lack of justice was another, 
all leading in unruly behaviors from the 
people. 

The case of Mr. Brown remains a 
polarizing issue since there has been a 
demarcation of thoughts and opinions 
concerning the matter. According to Charles 
Blow, the root of the confusion arises from 
the refusal by the grand jury to indict Wilson 
in Brown’s death and he was cleared by the 
Justice Department of willfully violating 
Brown’s civil rights. Some view it as an 
intolerable act of unnecessary escalation 

of hostility that too often results in death, 
while others view it as an act of heroism 
on Wilson’s part, who they think is now 
a victim due to failure of finding another 
job that would accept him with the heat 
surrounding his name, and the anonymous 
death threats he and his family have been 
subjected to. 

Two reports were issued by the 
Justice Department in this case. One report 
cleared Wilson, but also contradicted some 
reiterated stories given by witnesses. But 
the other, summarized by some profound 
investigation into the Ferguson courts 
and police departments, found rampant 
racial targeting and discrimination towards 
African American citizens infiltrating 
through the system. Jake Halpern, the 
reporter from The New Yorker covering 
this issue put it this way, “Together, the 
two reports frustrated attempts to arrive 
at a clean moral conclusion. Wilson 
had violated no protocol in his deadly 
interaction with Brown, yet he was part 
of a corrupt and racist system.” President 
Barrack Obama also acknowledged and 
addressed the matter at a press conference 
immediately after the Ferguson grand jury 
decision in November, saying, “We need 
to recognize that the situation in Ferguson 
speaks to broader challenges that we still 
face as a nation… In too many parts of this 
country a deep distrust exists between law 
enforcement and communities of color. 
Some of this is the result of the legacy of 
racial discrimination in the country.” 

The Western World’s View of the Middle East as a 
Human Rights Malfunction 
BY Anika Seoparson

Saudi Arabia recently granted women the right to vote.   
Consequently, the conversation on Middle Eastern activism 
and the western world’s perception on the subject are now 
up for discussion. While the western world is often quick 
to deem the Middle East as underdeveloped and extremely 
conservative, activists of the Middle East are, in fact, taking 
short stances to progress their people, laws, and society.

The advancement of women being given the right 
to vote, while shortsighted, is a massive step for Saudi 
women. Similarly, though the right for a woman to be 
able to drive alone has yet to be granted, steps have been 
taken for decades to win it. Driving restrictions range from 
women in Saudi Arabia being accompanied or granted 
permission by a male relative to Saudi women not wearing 
makeup while driving. According to CNN, as of 1991, “a 
group of 47 women protested the prohibition by driving 
through the country’s capital city, Riyadh.” A more recent 
campaign in 2011 was initiated by social media’s massive 
response to Saudi clerk Sheikh Saleh al-Lohaidan’s claim 
stating women driving would ruin their ovaries creating 
issues in health and conception. The uproar from this 
alone received thousands of signatures and resulted in 
activists such as Loujain al-Hathloul and Maysa al-Amoudi 
retaliating. Hathloul and Amoudi were both detained and 
kept in custody for two months for driving from the United 

Arab Emirates to the Saudi border as a form of protest to 
the driving restrictions. Their arrest was said to have been 
fueled by their Tweets about women’s rights as they have 
hundreds of thousands of followers combined on Twitter. 
They were tried and detained in a terrorism court. Since 
their release, the two activists have returned to voicing 
their women’s’ rights views on their personal social media 
accounts.

Additionally, Middle Eastern women are taking steps 
in the workplace. Olayan Financing Company’s CEO 
Lubna Olayan has made numerous accomplishments in 
her life. An Ivy League graduate and former analyst at 
J.P. Morgan, Olayan inherited her father’s company and 
manages dozens of companies. United Arab Emirates’ 
first female minister, Sheikha Lubna Al Qasimi, has made 
many philanthropic amends as well. As the first Emirate to 
receive the Clinton Global Citizen Award, Sheikha Lubna 
attributed her accomplishments to her being an “agent to 
positive change.” 

Activism in the Middle East is not limited to politics 
and law, however; the art world in the Middle East targets 
real life issues relatable to girls globally. The first all-female 
art exhibition in the Middle East, “Realism in Rawiya” was 
debuted in 2013 and presented the works of six female 
photographers. “Rawiya”, which in Arabic translates to 
“she who tells a story,” touches upon ideas of gender and 
politics. In the exhibition, one can find images of a woman’s 

son killed in the Iran-Iraq War, a child with amputated legs 
playing on a beach, and a Palestinian woman rally driver 
about to race. “Rawiya” tells the story of these women in 
a touching and very realistic manner. Furthermore, Rania 
Matar, a photographer and mother of four, has photographic 
collections such as “A Girl in Her Room” and “Unspoken 
Conversations” which touch upon coming of age, identity, 
and daily life in a quite refreshing fashion. In a conversation 
with Slate Magazine, Matar recalls, “I’m American, and 
I’m Lebanese. I thought, ‘where am I fitting in on this?’ 
I’m both. I was the two [cultures] and identified with the 
two equally, so I had a hard time with the media portraying 
people so differently, you’re either with us or against us—I 
was them and us!” The juxtaposition of the two cultures 
is not evident through the images though. Her collections 
present easily relatable photographs to girls from several 
other backgrounds. Sonia Singh, a St. Johns University 
communications student, has said about “Unspoken 
Conversations”, “The mother-daughter bond demonstrated 
through the pictures captivated me.”

The Middle East, while politically, socially, and 
economically compromised, has made strides towards 
women’s rights. Americans should educate themselves on 
their principles and honor the people who make changes in 
their lives.



 

 

 

INTERNSHIP & COOPERATIVE  
EDUCATION FORUM 

The first company committed to attending is: 
The New York State Unified Court System recruiting from all majors 

 
 

SEE ALL OF THE EMPLOYERS ATTENDING THE FORUM CLOSER TO THE TIME OF THE EVENT 
 
 
 
 

Sponsored by The Office of Career Services 

In today’s ever-changing job market, employers 
are seeking individuals with experience.   

 

 How do you get experience?  
One of the best ways is through an internship. 

Come meet and network with representatives from 
various companies recruiting interns to meet their 

needs in a broad range of functions and roles.   

 

 Earn credits toward your degree 

Cooperative Education Faculty Coordinators 
will answer your questions in one-to-one 

conferences. 

Bring your resume to an  

Wednesday, November 4, 2015 
12:00pm to 3:00pm  In the Student Union Upper Level 

For information about the Internship Forum  
please call (718) 631-6297, or stop by Library, Room 42 

 Open to QCC students ONLY! 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 


